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A few months ago I wrote an article which dealt with the Human Justice Commission. The Commission is a county-wide action organization working primarily for the interests of poor people, working people, and senior citizens. At a summer meeting, the HJC voted unanimously to support the Farah Boycott. This boycott is directed against the largest pants manufacturer in the world, the Farah Manufacturing Company.

Since May 3rd of last year, over 3,000 members of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union have been on strike against Farah for two major reasons. First, the workers want the right to a collective bargaining agreement. Secondly, they want the right to a union of their choice. The vast majority of the Farah workers are Mexican-Americans and 84% of them are women. Most are paid less than $1.75 an hour.

I would like to make the point that the Farah worker's cause is an important one, that being justice for working people. Your participation in the boycott does not have to involve any time consuming job such as picketing stores which sell Farah pants. Your involvement in their cause can simply be to not buy Farah pants. Your help is needed!

The views in this publication are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily reflect those of Marion College.
FROM THE MASSES:

A Poem

The tricks have been played
The treats have been given
To everyone except Muckmillen.
Her tricks are coming from far away
To deliver a treat in his own special way.
He's sent her cards
He's sent her roses
"What could be next?"
Is the question she poses.
Muckmillen knows what she can do,
Our question is
How good are you?

Curious
(cont. bottom of second col)

For Your Information:

The U.S. is #1 in military power, but we are only
- 8th in doctor-patient ratio
- 14th in infant mortality
- 25th in life expectancy
- 14th in literacy

The 1974 Budget
as proposed by the
Administrative

54.7% War and Defense
30.3% Physical Resources
12.9% Other

While serious external dangers remain,
the greater threats today are internal.
The greatness and durability of most civilizations
has been finally determined
by how they have responded to these
challenges within. Ours is no exception.

(From The Student Lobbyist)

STUDENT BOARD

Minutes from the Oct. 28th mtg.

Academic Affairs representative reported that
at their last meeting courses will be
introduced to the curriculum entitled Library
Resources and Research, and Contemporary Films.
Both of these courses will be two credit hours.
Jay Farrell reported that the board has a balance
of $4,3001.17 free for use. Marigrace reported
that the Executive Officers of the Board met
with Dean Frizas and other members of the College
Council Constitution Revision Committee to make
finalizations on the MCCA Constitution. Hopefully,
it will be presented to the Board of
Trustees by the week of November 9.

Fritz Wiesock, from the Human Justice
Commission spoke to the Board, his primary
motives for speaking to the Board was to find out
whether Mariam would be interested in helping
foster a student chapter of the IJC. Butler, L.U.P.U.,
Indiana Central and the Christian Theological Seminary
are sending delegates to the formation meeting. Delegates from Mariam are:
Mary Hafeli, Joe Devlin, Bill Plate, Mark
Mauer, Jeannie Whalen, Deb Mackel, and Marigrace
Platt.

Nominations were accepted by consent of the
Board for the new Social Planning Committee.
They are as follows:
Senior Class - Mary Birzel
Jerry Leagers
Kathy Harbor
Bob Gauger
Sophomore Class - Chris McCormick
Patti Lankin
Freshmen Class - Linda Nelsen
Mary Daily

AGENDA FOR THE NOV. 4 Mtg. -7:30pm in the Socon

Old Business
1. Money Motion for Ad in Basketball program

New Business
I. Guidelines for the Committee on Social Planning
II. Reconsideration of The Proposal for the
Board of Trustees.

FROM THE MASSES: (cont.)

Tommy Two-Tongue secretly slipped his ballot
in the box. For not to vote the class's way
was cause for banishment, but one must be caught
to be punished. Dropping a cigarette butt to
the floor caused the commotion needed to deftly
drop his suggestion in without being noticed.

Needless to say, the election wasn't a land-
slide victory by any means. For given the
courage to vote or not to vote, the villagers
supported the latter. What chance would any
have of seeing their choice take substance?
As was expected, puppets, selected by the clan,
won, but all victory is short lived. The pup-
pets' strings broke from the strain and all the
tailor's mending and all the tinker's taping
couldn't fix what had been done.

Tommy Two-Tongue by process of "the last shall be first"
found Maxim Maxwell, a match girl, queen of the
Hoaxy Posy Flower Festival.

H. Finke
The regular season of the intramural football league ended Sunday with no surprises. The four playoff bound teams won their games setting the stage for next week's action. The Degenerates handled the crippled Bruins 13-0 in the open contest. The following game saw the Bad Joses swamp the Nutcrackers 47-0. It was the Nutcrackers worst exhibition in a whole season of disgusting play. The Playboys came surprisingly close to the Stoned Rangers by losing to the Vice Lords.

Next Sunday we'll see the Degenerates taking on the undefeated Bad Joses and the Stoned Rangers playing the Vice Lords in the first round of the playoffs.

Final Standings:
1) Bad Joses
2) Vice Lords
3) Degenerates
4) Stoned Rangers
5) Dirty Dozen
6) Bruins
7) Nutcrackers
8) Playboys

Sundays Games:
Bad Joses vs Degenerates
Vice Lords vs Stoned Rangers

Carbon Hisses:
- Polar bear in diapers
- Butler "Buffoons" invading "Happy Hour"
- Disappearance of the flags near Clare Hall

Attention:
* Anyone interested in getting involved in the student chapter of the Human Justice Commission, contact a Student Board member.

For Sale:
T.V. 6 mos. old, excellent cond. call ext. 547

With only one night to report of what happened on the court (Muck), We'll make it quick - We'll make it short. This poem is the last resort.

The Snatches had a hard fought win
Over Hysterix who lost again
Bruins is yelling - what a sin
Snatches are smiling - or is it a grin

Schucks Garden won---in disgrace
It's hard to say this and have face.
The Wild Wild West put up a race
That could have cost S.G. first place.

Wazuri won another bout
So Main's Troubles begin to doubt.
Wazuri's a winner says the scout
The first place team must still watch out!

The Watergate Women - they won the game
We guess was full of fun.
Though never close to #1
The Amazons we think are done.

Ball Bumpers won again this week
Hot Sauce we guess is just unique
We'll never let the rumor leak
Of the Ball Bumpers late mistique.

The Volley of the Dolls - defeat
The Dimrods were too much to beat,
The game was close and full of heat.
But in two games it was complete.

A.V.I.S. chalked up one more
Wiped Wackey Women off the floor
There is one point we can't ignore
Top standing they just might restore.

There's one team we hate to mention
They beat Cool Ghouls with little tension
Next week should bring apprehension
Stickettes face some competition.

Since Brown County's now in view
To hell with all the rest of you.
With help from all - the credits due
The works not ours - alone - it's true.

FAVORITE 45's NITE
by Junior Class

On Saturday November 3rd
From 9:30 to 11:30 P.M. this is shown
ED BY THE JUNI OR CLASS 66-67
ADMISSION 10¢